
2018 DHSWP Auction Hostas

                         Almost                                                         Amalia
Mature Size: 10"T x 20"W                              Mature Size: 16”T x 38”W
Shiny green leaves held on very red               Variegated sport of Dancing Queen. 
petioles with the red reaching almost             Tolerates morning or late afternoon  
halfway into the center of the leave.               Sun.  Lavender flowers. (Jan van den 
Purple Flowers. (Wrede 05)                             Top)

                           Armani                                               Blueberry Cobbler
Mature Size:  20”T x 40”W                          Mature Size:  8”T x 18”W
Big dark green leaves with a nicely             Rare September blooming frosty blue 
rippled edge.  One of the biggest hostas     hosta with some purple on the petioles.
with red petioles.  Fast grower.                   Pale lavender flowers.  (Solberg 09)
(Danny Van Eechaute 2015)                                                                       
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                 Blushing Blue                                                  Celtic Bouquet
Mature Size: 14"T x 28"W                             Mature Size: 22”T x 41”W     
A nice seedling from a cross of H.                  Glossy green foliage with heavy sub-
longipes hypoglauca and H. 'Salute'.              stance, deep impressed veins and red 
Similar looking to 'Purple Haze' but red     petioles.  Black purple scapes with red  
last much longer.  Lavender flowers.             Purple bracts. Abundant dark lavender
(Tom Van Elst)                                                flowers.  (Don Dean 2011)

                    Crocodile Socks                                              Crinkled Leather
Jan Van den Top brings us the tetraploid    Mature Size: 22"T x 34"W 
form of H. 'Alligator Shoes'...thick green    A fantastic blue from Don Dean with
and pebbled leaves have a very wide         thick blue leaves that are crinkled, folded,
creamy-yellow border that often streaks    and cupped with a wavy edge.  Pale
to the center.  Medium size and soft lilac    lavender flowers.
flowers.
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                    Evening Blush                                     Holar Purple Flash  
        Mature Size:  15”T x 36”W                            Mature Size: Medium Size                 
Vase-shaped mound of intensely blue-       Pointed leaves are lightly cupped, wavy
green leaves that have nice white back-   and held atop red petioles. Each leaf holds 
sides.  Leaves are slightly rippled and      a strong 'purple flash' through the center
held on red petioles.  Speckled purple       of leaf from spring to early summer.
flowers.  (Don Dean 2013)                         (R. Van Keer  NR)

             Lakeside Prophecy Fulfilled                           Monkey Business
      Mature Size: 17"T x 30"W                    Mature Size: 15” x 30”W 
A white edged sport of the popular hosta  Sport of 'Funky Monkey'.  Long arching
'Lakeside Prophecy', gorgeous green        leaves are nicely rippled and held on red
pebbled leaves with an irregular white    petioles.  Very thick, plastic like, slug 
margin.  A garden favorite to all those      resistant green leaves and wide gold 
who have seen it.  Lavender flowers.        Margins that are often misted with green. 
(Chastain 2006)                                           (Naylor Creek/Fransen  NR)
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                    Moulin Rouge                                                Mouse Trap
          Mature Size: 14"T x 30"W                           Mature Size: 6"T x 12"W 
A smaller version of 'Kiwi Full Monty'       Thick bright white leaves with and blue-
but with different colors and leaf shape.        Green margins.  Very thick leaves are
Wavy dark green leaves have a lighter         wavy and contorted.  Smaller sport of
green center and the “family” white line     'Blue Mouse Ears'.  White centers stay
seperating the two greens.                              All summer.  Lavender flowers  
(Danny Van Eechaute  2010)                           (Shady Oaks Nursery  NR)

                  Night At The Opera                                       Number Nine
            Mature Size: 18” T x 54”W                     Mature Size: 12"T x 26"W 
Gorgeous clump of thickly layered green     First hosta introduction from Gerhard 
leaves with a wide and wavy yellow            Ragus the light green leaves are nicly 
border.  The leave are moderately wavy,    ruffled and have purple veins in the  
broadly ovate and lightly twisted.               Spring.  Pale lavender flowers.
(Don Dean 2014)                                              (G&R Ragus 2015)
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              Obscene Gesture                                                   Ruffled Pole Mouse
       Mature Size: 18"T x 45"W                                 Mature Size:  6”T x 12”W
Reverse sport of 'Kiwi Full Monty'.         Sport of 'Green Mouse Ears'.  This one is
Creamy white border frames the blue      more stable that some of the other mouse
green leave center and the typical white        ears and the leaves fold somewhat just 
'Striptease' thin white line runs between    like it's parent.  (Jan Van den Top  NR)
the two.  (Anderson  NR)

      Silver Threads & Golden Needles                                  The King
          Mature Size: 6"T x 12"W                      Mature Size: 20”T x 50”W
Sport of 'Stolen Kiss'.  Can handle a lot     Cream-margined stabilized sport of the 
of sun were the best coloring will appear     streaked 'Sir Richard'.  The margins
with lots of white in the leave.  The Chart-    slowly fades to creamy-white  as the
reuse yellow leaves have an unusual central   season progresses.  Leaves are 
pattern green that takes up 80% of the           moderately corrugated.
leaf area.  (Anderson  NR)                           5             (Schwarz  2007)



                    The Sweetest Thing                                        Tokyo Smog                                   
          Mature Size:  Medium Size                                Mature Size: 12"T x 24"W 
Shiny leaves with creamy-white               A very unusal Hosta longipes selection 
streaks and a wavy margin on this           from Japan.  Leaves are white and evenly
'Invincible' seedling.  Makes a dense       speckled with green flecks.  The leaf  
mound and really stands out with it's     petioles and flower scapes are red.  Foliage 
FRAGRANT lavender flowers.         has lightly wavy edges, nice substance and 
(Hanson/Fransen  NR)                              looks good all season, as longipes-type 
                                                                     plants always do.  (Vandekinderen  NR)     

               Totally Twisted                                             Unruly Child
            Mature Size: 12”T x 30”W                Mature Size: 12"T x 26"W 
The name says it all with this hosta. The    This introduction involves a complex 
light green leaves are rippled and             series of crosses involving H. yingeri, H.
completely unruly in behavior.  Most      kikutii, H. longipes, H. sieboldiana, H. 
leaves will make a complete twist at the     plantaginea and H. siebodii finally 
tip showing off the white undersides of    culminating in 2005 with this hybid.
the leave.  (Scheer  NR)                         6              (Avent  2012)



                       Seducer                                                      Ripple Effect
       Mature Size: 24"T x 36"W                         Mature Size: 10”T x 15”W
The gold margin are slightly wavy which   Sport from H. 'June' and about the cool-
adds to the beauty of this hosta.  In the    est  'June' sport imaginable with leaves
summer heat there is a white area in          that are wildly twisting and curling with
between the leaf center and margin color   June coloring's with bright yellow with
That creates a halo effect. (Asch 2004)        thin blue margin in spring. (WG  2008)
Donated by Gary & Susan Gahagan            Donated by Chuck & Ann Olescyski

               Munchkin Fire                                                  Country Mouse
Mature Size: 4”T x 9”W                                  Mature Size:  3” T x 8”W
Vigorous grower that is perfect for          First things first, this is NOT a true Mouse
troughs, containers or small gardens.     Hosta but a  sport of 'Bill Dress's Blues'   
Lavender flowers in mid-summer that      which adds a nice white margin to the     
contrast nicely with the gold foliage.        small heart-shaped blue-green foilage.  
(R. Goodwin 2009)                                      Has good growth rate.  Lavender flowers.
Donated by Gary & Susan Gahagan         (Shady Oaks 2007 )
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                   (2)  Boracay                                                      Smokey Bear
Mature Size: 14” T x 24” W                            Mature Size: 30” T x 64” W
Sport of 'Captain Kirk' that goes through      Huge, round gray-green leaves are 
many leaf changes during the season. Leaves    heavily puckered a have great sub-
emerge green and then develop a shadowy      stance. Even though the leaves are 
yellow center.  Center turns dark green       quite round they still have a pointed tip
with a white border.  (van den Top 08)       on them. Near white flowers. (Petryszyn)
Donated by Keith Portka.                                Donated by Gary & Susan Gahagan

Rolling Garden Scoot (actual scoot)

The adjustable rotating steel seat will take the stress off your back so you can plant 
your flowers, vegetables and plants without back pain. Also allows you to sit and 
weed your garden.  Additional dimensions: Wheel dimensions: 10 inch diameter x 3
inch wide with 12 inch distance between wheels. Tool tray beneath seat is 18 inch 
long x 3 inch deep x 16 inch wide at the widest point and 7 inch wide at narrowest 
point. Seat height ranges from 16.5-22 inches.  Donated by Dan & Susie Gahagan
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